To the student: Attach this form to your paper when you hand it in, with the top five lines filled out, when you submit it to the instructor. When the paper and this signed form are returned to you, give them to Rose Watson in Classics 116A. Please note that it is up to you to receive the instructor’s permission to write a substantial paper in partial fulfillment of the course’s requirements before submitting it to the instructor.

To the instructor: The student named below has requested that the paper submitted for your course count as one of the substantial papers that Comparative Literature requires of its Ph.D. students. Such papers are normally 25 pages plus bibliography (thus longer than the standard term paper) and should be of graduate seminar quality. Please signify your approval that this paper be considered as one of the student’s substantial papers by signing below.

Name of Student: ____________________________________________

Year in Ph.D. Program: ______

Title of Paper: ______________________________________________

Name and department of Instructor: __________________________________

Title of Course: ______________________________________________

Grade the student received for this course: ______

Instructor’s Signature: __________________________________________

Date: _______________